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My interview with Kathleen Bowen was very interesting. She talked mostly 
about her family raising their own food. She also talked about her schooling. She talked 
about being raised in church. She talked about what it was like during the Depression. 
She told many stories about her brothers and sisters. She basically talked about being 
raised on a farm and the responsibilities she had during that time. She talked about what 
holidays were like with a big family. 
This is Kendra Gibson and I'm going to have an interview with my mama, 
Kathleen Bowen. I grew up in Clay County on Schoonover Knob, kind of like Walton' s 
Mountain. And my parents names was Winston Schoonover and Ruth Schoonover and I 
had a big family. Six brothers and five sisters. We didn't have much time for play, we 
had to work hard. We worked on a farm. One year we had twenty-five acres in com in 
new ground. And by the time we got over, the one time because the ground was so rough 
we couldn't use a horse to plow it. So we had to just dig it out with a hoe. When we got 
time to play, we really played. We played what they called then long ball. What's that? 
Which you only had two bases. You stood at one and then you run down to the next base 
and then over to another base and then back home. Wasn't like baseball. And then of 
course like all kids we played hide and go seek. 
And we went to church in a school house. We had to walk a mile and a half to 
church and a mile and a halfback. And once in awhile when we had revival dad would 
let us take our old work horses and mother would ride on the horse with one little kid in 
the front and one in the back. And I think my dad rode one with two children on it. 
And what kind of house we had. Well we had a, when I remember, as far back as 
I remember was we had a big two story house and I think that house had four bedrooms 
and a dining room and kitchen. And when I was six years old. You had to share 
bedrooms? Yeah. We never had a bedroom of our own. So the boys stayed together and 
the girls stayed together? That's right. Tell about your school. Who all went. What age 
did you go. We went to school in this church that we went to. I only remember going 
there one year. Cause mother wanted us to go to a better school down in Elkhurst. They 
had a two room school. ,So we went down there. You had to walk there? Yeah. And it 
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was a mile and a half each way. Sometimes it snowed up to our knees but we still had to 
go to school. My dad was on the Board of Education so he got us a job building the fire 
so we'd have to walk that mile and a half, then build the fires in the school. And I 
remember one Halloween some kids in Elkhurst thought it would be funny so they climb 
up on the building and stuffed rags down in the stove pipe so when we started to build a 
fire the smoke all come out in the school building. Did you have school that day? I can't 
remember if the kids went home to school. But anyhow those boys got in trouble for 
doing that so see kids was even mean back in those days. But of course they thought it 
was funny but it wasn't to funny for us cause when you walk a mile and a half to school 
and sometimes the snow was up to your knees well when you got to that school it was 
cold and you was about froze. Did everybody walk? Like your friends. Was the school 
in a town? Yeah Elkhurst was a little coal mining town. But the coal had run out and it 
was just a little community. Just had a post office there and a little grocery store was in 
the post office. What was the store like? Did your mom make your clothes? Yes, she 
did. · So where did she buy the material? In the store? My uncle, my dad's brother 
decided he was going into the chicken business with my mother. So they ordered 500 
little baby chickens. So they had to keep it in a brooder to keep the little chickens warm 
till they grew a little bit. And mother even took a cot out there and slept with them little 
chickens and she raised almost all of them. Well then when my uncle, once she got them 
big enough for him to take his share he decided he didn't want the chickens. So we 
ended up with a whole bunch of chickens. (laugh) And then we took and traded eggs for 
groceries and that was another mile we had to walk to that store. He had dried goods and 
different things so mothe,r would buy a yard of material. She'd sell eggs, I think was like 
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15 cents a dozen or 17 cents a dozen. And the yard goods was that much so we traded 
eggs for material for mother to make us some dresses. But we never just had one dress 
mother always had two or three dresses and of course we didn't have a washing machine 
so when we got home from school we took our dresses off and hung up so we could wear 
them two or three days. So you had work clothes too? Yeah but back in those days you 
didn't wear jeans you just worked in dresses. Like in your old dresses? Yeah. 
Did you grow your own food? Yeah. I like I said that one year we had twenty-
five acres of corn. Mother, I don't know what made her decided to plant tomatoes way 
down, that was about a mile from home. Down in the very lower part of that garden. But 
then we'd go get tomatoes we took a wash tub where one had handles on each side and 
we'd carry those tomatoes from way down there up to the house and we also had to. One 
year I remember it was really funny. We had a cantaloupe and it was about 18 inches 
long and we kept waiting for that thing to get ripe. Couldn't hardly wait till it got ripe. 
So one morning we went out to get it and we thought well that it would be good now so 
guess what? We got there and the ground hog had beat us to it.(laugh) It had ate about 
half of it and I don't remember where we just left the rest of it there or what we did with 
it. Yeah we was said. And we even grew watermelons and we grew Kentucky Wonder 
Beans-if anybody knows what they were. And they grew so big, of course we were little 
kids, we laid them in our anns like stow wood, when you'd have to pick up wood for the 
fire . And we'd carry them home like that. And that was interesting and that is something 
you never forget. What did they taste like? Oh just like regular green beans only they 
were just big. (laugh) 
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Did you have any pets? AJI yeah my brothers always had hunting dogs. They 
coon hunted and fox hunted. Then they skinned them that's how they got their spending 
money. And they'd tack them up on the wall and dry them. And then they'd, I don't' 
know where they sent them. But they' d have two or three foxes or maybe a bunch of 
ground hogs and coons and possums. And I remember one time my brothers let me go 
possum hunting with them and my dad would never cut down a walnut tree or persimmon 
tree on the farm. So we went around all the persimmons that day and before we got out 
of our part of the fann we had a sack full of possums so we didn't have to go any farther 
than that. (laugh) And we was glad because it was cold. And getting back to the food, 
during the Depression well the Depression really didn't hurt us a whole lot cause we was 
used to not having much money but there was a famine hit in 1930 I think it was. Dad 
always planted his potatoes the 17th of March. It didn't matter how cold it was. We used 
to have to put on coats to plant them potatoes sometimes. And we got them out early and 
they had made their self before the famine hit so that year we had potatoes three times a 
day (laugh) but we was glad to get them too. But most of the time there was berries to 
pick. Which we picked blackberries, raspberries, huckleberries, and the first berries that 
were ripe, though, was mulberries. And we'd go, course you'd have to climb a tree to 
get them and that was always my job. I loved ·to climb trees. So we'd go up there and 
pick enough berries. I only remember picking enough for a big ole cobbler at a time. 
Mother made, she cooked this big cobbler up in a big bread pan and she'd make dip she 
called it. Which was milk and sugar and nutmeg was what I think is what she put in it. It 
was kind of like eggnog; And after you baked that you poured that over and boy it 
would, like my dad used to say you could hardly sit still while you ate it. (laugh) And 
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then course then we picked raspberries came right next then blackberries and then 
huckleberries . I remember one time a bunch of us went out on what we called 
Huckleberry Ridge and that was about a mile and a half away from home. So we took a 
wash tub and I don' t remember how many of us went and we always took water with us 
cause we didn' t know if we could find water. And we picked twenty-two gallons that 
day of huckleberries. And if you know how big a huckleberry is, it isn't very big. So 
that was a lot ofberries.(laugh) I remember that time though t\:vo of our first cousins 
went with us and we ran out of water. (laugh) So we got back up to the road and it had 
rained a day or two before and those boys got down and drank water out of the horse 
track. They was so thirsty. (laugh) Oooo! That's what we thought too. But they were 
city kids and they didn 't know what they were supposed to do . But then we walked on 
around to our one of our neighbors and he had a drilled well, well wasn't really a drilled 
well it was a dug well where you had to pull and get the water up in a ten quart bucket. I 
think we drank two buckets of that cold water out of that well that day. So that was kind 
of memory too. 
One of my grandparents lived real close to us but she was kind of a, she was a 
great woman and a good woman cause she would help people. She delivere.d all us kids 
except one. But she never had us out to eat much never did understand that after I got 
older why she didn't do that. But my mother's mother lived about three miles away. We 
had to go down to the river, cross the bridge and then go up on the other side of the hill 
about as far as we went down. And she was from Pennsylvania. And she was a good 
cook. She had a box with a lid on it. Course back in them days you didn't have 
refrigerators and she had a cellar though that you kept your milk and stuff in to keep it 
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cool. She had this box that slid underneath the dining room table and she always had 
something baked down in there for when the grandkids came in and you could go in there 
and get you cookies or bread or whatever you wanted cause she always had that in there. 
And of course most of her grandkids lived right close to her cause when boys would get 
married they had this big farm they'd just go up on the hill and build a house. And I 
know four of the boys lived right around grandmother Davis. So I guess those children 
was going out all the time to eat. But we just went on the weekends sometime and 
sometimes we would almost fight to see who was going to get to go. Then I remember 
one time my older sister and I went. We got over there and grandmother had just got 
though eating her lunch. And she had heated the milk, well at that time I didn't like 
warm milk and my sister didn't either. So she poured us out a glass of milk and we 
hurried up and drank it to get rid of it. Her she come and poured us out another glass 
full.(laugh) So we had to drink two glasses of milk that day. She said she was sorry that 
she heated all the milk. We drank it like we should, acted like we liked it. Both of my 
grandparents, which I was always thankful for good heritages, because both of them were 
preachers. They were all good people. 
Well it comes down to the holidays. My dad, I told Kendra, my dad would go out 
in the summer time and pick out a pretty Christmas tree and we always got one that went 
from the floor to the ceiling. He'd go and mark it so then when cold weather come he'd 
tell us where it was and we could go .fight straight and get the tree and bring it home. 
You didn't go to the store arid buy decorations, you made your decorations out of crate 
paper. We'd cut little strips and paste them and make a chain. Or we'd string popcorn. 
But our tree was beautif,ul when we got done with it. Then one time later on my youngest 
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brother, he was quite a mechanic. So he rigged up a wire and had some kind of battery so 
that year we had lights on our tree. Which that was a treat. How' d you make the 
popcorn? Over the stove. We popped the corn and we grew our own popcorn too. How 
do you grow popcorn? They grow on a little cob. The ones we had was could rice 
popcorn. It grew probably six: to eight inched long. Then you had to shell it off, off the 
cob. So that's what it is made for? Yeah it was just regular popcorn. And we popped it. 
I don't remember whether we had it an old coal stove we cooked on. I can't remember if 
we did that or if we put it in that little potbellied stove we had to warm the house. But 
anyhow. We'd pop our corn then you'd take and string it as long as you wanted it. 
Christmas was real fun. I remember my mother was some kind of a person.(laugh) 
She'd like to do thing to surprise us. She'd go in the kitchen and shut the door, she 
wouldn't let us in and she made us, everyone of us, a gingerbread man and we were as 
proud of that little gingerbread man as we would have been if it would have been a real 
doll. But of course we ate it. (laugh) But we didn't eat it all at one time we'd eat an arm 
off and a leg off maybe and we'd wait awhile and then we'd go eat some more of it. I 
don' t know why she just made the one but it seems to me like that's all she did. And then 
every Christmas, she'd have individual little bags that she'd always put candy and nuts 
and an orange and a banana which we hardly ever got that kind of fruit. Only at 
Christmas time because well you just didn't get it. Not like today you can go to the store 
and buy anything you want. But of course in the summer we always plenty of apples and 
peaches and plums that grew on the farm. Never had a pear tree. But we always had 
several kind of apples. Dad fixed a place dug about half way in the ground and then he 
put of course above ground. Then you could go and he had it different divisions in it and 
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he had each apple was different in each place. Then he had one great big place where he 
kept his potatoes that of course we ate on all winter. Then of course during harvest 
season too mother pickled beans and corn. Kendra's daddy loves pickled com.(laugh) 
Where 'd you keep the food that you canned? We had a cellar. After our house burnt dad 
built this smaller house cause we had to sleep with his mom out to their house. We kids 
all had to sleep on the floor and it was winter time. Cold. And so they built up this house 
to start with it only had two rooms. So four brothers slept in one room and four girls 
slept in one room. And my mom and dad slept in the living room. There was eight of us 
at home at the time. So one of my brothers left home, I never remember him ever living 
at home. And my two older sisters had left. They were quite a lot older than me. I was 
down on the end of the twelve and they were first boy and the two oldest girls had left 
home. So we lived in that house till, getting back to the Depression, my oldest sister's 
husband was a plumber. Well his work ran out so he come home with two children. So 
our house was made kind of in an L-shape, so dad went back there, he was a carpenter 
and he went and filled in that back ( the L )out to the kitchen and made two rooms for 
them to live in. So they lived there till the Depression had kind of let up a little and then 
they went and rented an apartment down in Elkhurst. So that made us another two 
bedrooms. So that made us have more room. But there for two or three years we had 18 
people eat three meals a day. So that kept my mom in the kitchen just about all day. And 
during the summer all the rest of us was working out in the field growing that mush 
melon we ate. And it was a mush melon it wasn't round it was a long one. And all the 
other food. Yeah and I forgot about cherries. We had several cherry trees on our farm 
but then my uncles that lived on either side of us they had several more cherry trees. 
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They didn' t have as big a family and they didn't can like we did. Mother canned at least 
fifty half a gallon of some food. So we had plenty of food to eat. That's one thing we 
did have. We had very little money but we were a happy family with a lot of food. 
Mother would make pumpkin pies, course we raised pumpkins too and sweet potatoes. 
Well just about anything you wanted to eat. Except we never growed any wheat. Dad 
would take corn to the mill and get our cornbread mill ground. And we raised buckwheat 
and he would take that and have it ground and we had buckwheat cakes. But one thing I 
remember about the famine that we had. I guess I was about ten years old. Our com 
grew up about knee high and that's all, it just stood there. It tasseled. That little old 
stuffed tasseled but never had nothing on it. And the ground cracked open wide enough 
in the com field where you could put your feet down in there. We kids would do that. 
Walk down in them cracks up to our knees. It was kind of scary really to think back on 
it. But when you're on a farm you learn to do everything. I remember we had a barn and 
it had wood shingles on it. I don't know where any young people know what that is. But 
dad would split them and if the old barn was to be leaking I've got up there many times 
myself and nailed some new shingles on that barn. And we always had cattle and had 
two work horses most of the time. And sometimes we had three cows. And one time I 
remember we had forty"two or forty~four pigs and hogs together. Did you eat them? 
Yeah. Thanksgiving dad always killed I think most of the time he killed two hogs at one 
time. Well then mother canned a lot of that. Made hog head cheese. I never liked that to 
well but when your hungry you can eat about anything. Which we never really got that 
hungry. Well you learn to like stuff. And of course. Getting back to those chickens my 
uncle didn't want. We kept them.(laugh) Then I remember one time, mother and I was, I 
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went with her and we had a big basket of eggs. She had a, oh I don't remember who 
many eggs was in that basket she had and I had two small baskets and we decided not to 
go the way we usually went. So we went a different way, down to this store that we 
traded goods for eggs. And it was so steep that I had to get mine down and then come 
back and help mother down with hers. Cause she couldn't get down because she always 
had bad legs. No wonder with twelve kids. But anyhow, when we got them eggs up 
there we never did go that way anymore, we went our old route. So a fellow lives and 
learns. And we learned to do things the easy way and where we was going. But we 
thought that was a short cut so we decided to take that route that time. Like I said we 
didn't go anymore. One time we were going blackberry picking down on this river bank 
and my older brother and my twin sister and I and a brother younger than we, we were 
going down and pick on this-used to be a coal bank there cause it had slate, little flat 
pieces of rock that they had dug out with the coal- and there was a lot of blackberry 
bushed would grow in there. So then a tree had blew across our path and my younger 
brother he was a head of us, he just stooped over to get under that log and here slide a big 
ole rattle snake in our path. And it was as big as my brothers ann above his elbow and 
we neither one had seem a rattle snake before we had seen lots of copperheads and black 
snakes and other kind but that was the first rattle snake I ever saw. And he told us to get 
some rocks so he could kill it cause dad had taught us to kill all these poison snakes 
anyhow if we ran across one. So when the first time we threw a rock at it it curled up and 
rattled at us. Well then we knew what it was. So but he killed it. Be killed it with rocks? 
Yeah. He killed it with two or three rocks. We picked him up some sharp ones so when 
he hit it, it cut it 
Tell me about church. Where was your church? You had to walk to your church? 
Yeah it was in the school. Yeah it was in a one room school. That's where we went most 
of the time. But we only had a preach come once a month rest of the time we 'd just sing 
and people would testify and some little people would, really back in those days, they 'd 
really praise the Lord. And we'd always had an uncle that really could pray. You could 
almost see heaven come down when that man prayed. And then of course, we usually 
ended up always taking the preach home with us. I remember we had an awful lot of 
chicken and dumplings (laugh) on Sundays. We really did have a lot of chicken and 
dumplings on Sundays cause during the week we ate bacon and when we 'd kill our hogs 
we'd have fried liver and course a lot of kids don' t like that now days. But I liked liver, 
still like liver. And the first meat mother would cook out of the hog would usually be 
spare ribs and the liver. But we usually had quite a bit of meat and groundhogs. During 
the summer, our groundhogs liked to get in the garden. So we had to kill them so our 
garden would grow. And mother would bake them and they were good too. And rabbits. 
My brothers liked to hunt like most boys do. And squirrels. Then squirrel season we ate 
squirrel. When I was growing up there wasn' t no deers like there are now. Around the 
country they'd killed them out before my time. But we did have lots of rabbits and 
squirrels because we had a lot of beechnuts on the farm and walnuts. And dad, he would 
have us kids to pick up walnuts. I remember there was one big ole tree right below the 
house. I don't remember if that was a maple tree or a oak tree. But anyhow it had a big 
hallow place at the bottom of it. And dad would have us take walnuts down there and put 
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in that tree for the squirrels. So they usually liked to stay around our house cause they got 
plenty of food in the winter. 
And as far as vacations. That's something we never heard of was vacation. We 
did good to have money for books and shoes. Dad always saw that we had good shoes. 
Cause it seemed like his feet were always cold, even in the summer time. He would wear 
over shoes on his shoes. Of course back then, you fixed your own shoes, or Dad did, he 
fixed ours. He had a little last, he called it. Your shoes fit down over it, he would cut a 
piece ofleather and tack it on your shoes. So, I had someone tell me just this week, that 
when their shoes wore out, they just put paste board in it. That wouldn' t do good out in 
the country where there was a lot of snow. That paste board wouldn' t last very long. 
But, Dad always had leather, I don't remember how he got that leather. It has been along 
time. He would cut off a piece and tack it all around and make your shoes just about as 
good as new. 
What did he do? Did he just farm? Well, Dad was like ajack of all trades, he was 
a carpenter. He did good carpenter work. He and two of my brothers, got mine posts out 
or and railroad ties. They would go out in the woods and get posts and sold them. And 
then he was on the Board of Education, it didn ' t pay much. But it paid him a little bit. 
He didn't have a steady job, he would just pick up odd jobs. But he was a hard worker. 
He would get up in the morning in the summer and go out and you didn't have weed 
eaters and mowers. He had a mowing size, he would sometimes cut ½ acre patch of grass 
before breakfast. He would get up early and do that. So he would have to get up early 
and do that. So what was that? What did he cut the grass with? It was like a big sickle. 
It was called a mowing s.ize. He held it one had here and one here and would go back 
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and forth. Well you didn't go back and forth, you only cut one way. Then of course, he 
would pile that up and put it in the barn for the cattle. Of course, I remember we would 
feed the cattle com shucks. We cut the corn down and shuck it up and put it in the barn 
loft. And then we had regular horse corn. Like l said awhile ago, we had shuck com, 
horse corn and we grew pop com. You had to do a whole lot of thing. I remember one 
summer, we didn't raise much food. But then when the corn grew, before it got hard 
enough, you had to wait for it to get hard enough to take to the meal. Dad took a piece 
of tin, drove nails in one end and you would rub your corn over it and make your own 
corn meal. And we did that to the corn to take to the meal. You had to wait for the com 
to get dry enough or it wouldn't last long. If it wasn't good and dry, we would make 
something like cream of wheat, but it wasn't cream of wheat, it was cream of com 
(laughs). Mother had a iron pot that sat down in the top of the stove. She would cook 
that com meal for Sunday supper. I think she called it mush. We would add sugar and 
cream and it was real good. Then of course, like we said awhile ago, we didn' t got 
hungry. We had green fried tomatoes. People today don't think of that. We had some 
bushes that grew around in the garden. They were called current. She made dumplings 
with that and it was delici.ous. We grew asparagus, we had just about anything you 
could think of, we grew on the farm. We never went hungry. We always had plenty to 
eat. But it was a lot of hard work. We worked from daylight till dark. 
What time did you wake up? What time did you go to sleep since you didn't have 
electricity? We went to bed at dark (laughs). Well in the summer, it would be about 9 
o'clock. In the winter, we had oil lamps. I have read meany times by reading from the 
open stove door in high ,school. I don't remember why we did that. Finally we got a 
. .. 
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Aladdin lamp. lt had a mantle in it, it looked more like a electric light. Lam.p oil made a 
kinda yellow light. This was a light, light. That way you could see by it better. In the 
winter we went early. You didn't have much to do. No television or radio. But we had a 
victrola that you would wind up. Dad would order records from sears. Drove up usually. 
All rny brothers could play instruments. Guitars mostly, I believe ope of them could 
play the banjo. Mother had a piano, I don 't know how we always managed to have a 
piano or organ. When our house burned down, our organ burned down with it. And 
some how. When we got in the other house, we had a piano in it and also a organ. I 
believe my dads brother and his wife separated and we got that piano. Dad bought it off 
of him, I'm not real sure about that. Mother took lessons through the mail, 12 lessons on 
the piano. Usually at night, we kids would go to bed and mother would play us to sleep 
on the piano. Mother could crotchet and quilt. There was always something to do. In 
the evening we would sometimes sit in front of the fire. Somebody usually would go out 
in that apple hole we called it and get 10 quarts of apples and we would sit around and eat 
those apples. (laughs) I remember enjoying that a lot. We played games, like dominoes 
and checker. We even made our own sleds. We would go up on this big hill. It took 
made 5 or 10 minutes to ride down but about ½ hour to get up it. I remember our uncle 
had a field clean off, you could get way up on that hill and ride way down the hill to the 
road. There wasn't any cars, just a wagon road. We would ride on down that road. 
Sometimes (laughs) somebody would be coming down and somebody going up, they 
would leave their sled and jump on your back and ride down with you. We usually made 
our own fun. We had a good time growing up. Looking back now, we would probably 
thought we had a hard time, but, we really didn't. We were happy. That is what life is 
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most about, being happy. Dad usually took us to church all the time. Mother had 12 kids 
and of course 3 of my brothers END SIDE 1/BEGIN SIDE 2. OK go ahead and finish 
telling me about your mom staying home from church and cooking food. Yes, she 
usually did that. Mother had bad legs and couldn't walk 1 ½ miles to church and back. 
Of course, when we got home, everybody was hungry when you walk that far. 
When I was older, I went to High School. In my third year, I got real sick. You 
had to go 7 miles to see the Doctor. I was just laying around, didn't know what was 
wrong with me. Mother was a pretty good Doctor her self My older sister in law came 
up home and said "Get up out of there, rm taking you home with me." I came down to 
Charleston and she started giving me grapefruit and anyhow, I started getting better. 
Instead of going back to the country to High School, I started to Beauty School. I had to 
go there a year. I just got out of Beauty School and got sick and had to have my 
appendix taken out. I guess what was wrong with me in the beginning. After that, I was 
staying with my sister. My brother in law, was the manager of a ball team. My husband 
( which it turned out to be my husband) was pitching for that team. I always liked sports. 
I went to all the ball games with my brother in law. We met and dated about 2 years. 
Then we got married. Then of course came along 2 or 3 kids. Like 3 little girls, 
(giggles). I enjoyed my girls. We, what ever they did, I did it with them. My oldest 
daughter played the piano. The 2 younger ones sang. They got 2 other girls and they 
started singing. My youngest daughter was only 13 when the started, that's Connie, 
Kendra's mommy. One of the other girls was only 13 also. They had a little quartet. We 
went just about anywhere anybody would ask. They stayed pretty busy. On October, 
that's when I had the Beauty Shop too, they had somewhere to go every night to sing .. 
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We would come home from the Beauty Shop, hurry up and dress, most of the time we 
didn't have to shower, we just put on more deodorant (giggles) comb our hair, eat a 
sandwich and take off again. Then the kids, I always kept my girls in church, they played 
soft ball for the church. We would go a lot of places and play softball. 
Then, Connie (Canard' s mommy) and Joyce, they liked horses. The first horse 
we had, my husband walked about 1 ½ miles , he got this little horse, he was a horse , 
just barely was a horse. I think they have to be so many hands high, well he just barely a 
horse, not a pony. The people that had him were keeping him in the basement of their 
house. They were keeping him in the basement of the house? Yes, they were. The house 
was beginning to smell. Well that was Connie's horse. His name was Blaze. He walked 
him all the way home that Sunday. Of course while Connie and Joyce were in school, 
they would come home, we finally got another horse. Joyce finally got a horse. Ahhh I 
remember . Somebody had this old horse, he was really old. Sam walked him home too. 
I thought my goodness, the poor old fellow, you could count every rib. We got him here 
and put him in the pasture. His name was "Norman". (laughs). That was Joyce 's horse. 
She and Connie, there was about 10 kids out here that had horses, they would go on horse 
back rides. They would even play hid and go seek on those horses. I guess they had a 
really good time. (giggles) I remember, Sam finally traded old Norman off to somebody 
and got a horse called "Buddy", he was a 5 gaited horse. He was a pretty horse. He 
always wanted to be in the lead. He was always in front. So, one time, I think there was 
25 kids that wanted to go from our house to Camp Virgil Tate. So where did you live? 
Right here. You lived right here? Yeah. We lived on Woodrums Lane, I think it was 
about 15 or 20 miles out there. They rode those horses out there and were gone all day. 
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When I home form the Beauty Shop and they still weren't home. I was getting really 
worried about them. My husband acted like he was worried. He said "Ah. They will be 
alright. They will be home in a little bit." He was out in the yard and said , " I think I will 
get in the car and ride up to the top of this mountain. He said see if I can see them 
anywhere. He wasn't gone very long. He came back and said they were alright. They 
were on top of Figgatt Mountain. So in a little bit, here they come. Sam always taught 
the kids to brush the horses down and cool them off a little bit. They did that. Joyce 
came in the house. Ole Buddy had to be the head leader, so Joyce tried to hold him back 
and she was wore out. And she went in and hopped on the bed and I went in oh about 
9:30 at night to wake her up, cause she hadn' t ate in supper or changed her clothes or 
anything. She was still in her horse riding clothes. (laugh) She was laying on the bed 
sound asleep and I just thought well, I'll just let her sleep. So she slept till morning for 
she got up. Cause she was really wore out.(laugh) But they really had an awful good 
time on their horses. That's one thing I didn't do much with but I did ride some with the 
girls. I remember my husband and a bunch of guys went and cut a trail and he was 
always talking about this trail, that I think was it was about five miles, and I asked him 
when he was ever going to let me go on this trail with them. So he come in one Sunday 
after church and said get ready and I said where we going. He said I'm going to take you 
on that trail ride. So of course I got to ride Connie's horse. Which was just a little feller. 
I didn't weigh to much at that time. But we rode up here.(laugh) Up the way to get on 
the trail and he decided he was going to lay down with me on his back.(laugh) So that 
wasn't much fun. I pok~d him in the ribs to get him up. We went on this trail and by the 
time we got there I was tired. Cause that's one exercise you do, if your not used to it you 
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sore that you can ' t sit down before you get off him. So coming back I thought well I 
can't make it. And I thought well (laugh) I'm going to stay on this horse if it kills me. 
So I got home with him. And I said here Joyce take this horse and put him up. And I 
come in and went to bed too. (laugh) So I know what that is I tell you. You get really 
sore on the bottom when yot1 ride a horse. How many horses do you have? Three. Well 
she still has her three horses and Joyce still had her four horses. But my oldest daugbter 
never did like horses. So she don' t have horses. She said she always liked something she 
could ride that had a brake on it. But now after growing up with no vacation. Now we 
get to go on vacation, we just all go together. And we go to the beach and we just have a 
ball almost doing nothing. Only just eating.(laugh) Eating a:nd staying in the water. And 
eating and eating. (laugh) and I don't know what else to tell you. Well what did papa 
do? Oh I forgot that. We worked at Woodrum's Furniture Store. He was a sells man. 
He worked there for forty years. So that's the only job he had? Well he worked at 
Fletchers Enamel Plant before I married him. But after we got married that's all the job 
he ever had was Woodrums. And like I said he worked there forty years. Didn't make 
much money but we was happy. Had a good life. So did you make moms clothes? Yeah 
I made all three of the girls clothes. I even made their coats. And their underskirts. 
When they wear those big ole-what did they call those things-I can' t think of what they 
called them. But anyhow they was real stiff and they stood out with ruffles. I made them 
dress. Back then they didn't wear slacks or blue jeans they had. I remember ironing as 
many as thirty dresses a week. That' s a lot of ironing. And sometimes I'd sit down, I'd 
cut out about five at a time and I'd sit down and sow up two or three at a time. So they 
had, course I used to make. My mother-in-law had a cow and they put feed in pretty 
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sacks and I made about all the kids play clothes out of those flour sacks. No it wasn't 
flour sacks it was feed sacks. Some of them was nice enough that I did make a few 
dresses out of them too. But we managed. I used to. I remember one time that puckered 
nylon came out and I made, that was before Connie was born, I made Joan and Joyce a 
dress alike and sewed the lace on with my hands. They were really pretty little dresses. 
And I tried to help my neighbors too. This family lived right close to me here and h?,d 
two little girls about the same age. After my girls . Well the weren't the same age either. 
Because when Joyce and Joan outgrew their dresses I gave them to that lady for her little 
girls and my next door neighbor came over one day. She said that you know where those 
pretty little dresses are that you made and gave to this lady, I even forgot her name now, 
and I said no. They're laying out there in the yard. So people that's real poor sometimes 
. . 
you can't hardly help them because they don't know how to take care of what they get. 
But they moved away, so I don't know how those little kids grew up. I hoped their 
mother learned to take better care of them. Well anything else you want to know 
Kendra? What about Christmas? What did you do for Christmas? We always had a big 
Christmas. I made clothes for them sometimes. I remember one time I made Connie 
three or four outfits and she got in that after she opened all of her presents up. And tried 
on all of them and put on a style show.(laugh) She was really proud of her clothes. I 
remember another Christmas I asked Joyce what she wanted and she said she didn't care 
she just wanted lots of packages. If I got her a pair of underpants I rapped them separate. 
Everything was rapped separate. So she was over in the floor opening all these presents 
up and Joyce has a thin vein in her nose and when she got tired or anything or excited her 
nose would bleed. So there she laid with all her packages around her with a nose 
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bleed.(laugh) So that's one thing th_e kids used to say they didn't know if they had to take 
a choice of a vacation or Christmas. They didn't know which one they'd choose. Yeah 
but you went on vacations didn't you? Yeah we went every year after, I think Connie 
was four years old when we started going to the beach. What beach did you go to then? 
We went over to Ocea_nvi~w, Virginia. We went there for ten years il} a row. Then one 
year we decided to go to Daytona. And then we went down there. Always went back to 
Daytona after that. So one time we decided we'd go back to Virginia Beach. This other 
friends of ours went with us over there. Well for a long time when we'd go to Daytona 
there was three famJhes of us went and we'd get rooms right close to each other or 
cottages. Back then mostly we stayed in cottages. And we'd eat together a lot and did 
thing together. So we had a good time. Now when we go, we go with three families and 
all live in one big house.(laugh) And that's fun. Sometimes we go on a fishing boat. Go 
out, I think that last time we went. Did you go with us? Last year? Yeah. Yeah 
remember I caught that shark. Me and mom caught sharks. That's right. I think we went 
out an hour in the ocean. Didn't we? We were out there a long time. It was an hour out 
and an hour back. We didn't get to fish much, but. It took us a long time to get out there. 
Yeah. It was beautiful. Yeah. Well it was like I said awhile ago. We had a good time 
eating and just staying in the water. And where we stay down there is close to the inlet. I 
really enjoy that. Just go down on that inlet just look and you think you're living in a 
different world. Don't you? Yeah. Last time I went down there I just got to go down 
there once and I wanted to go back and it was time to come home before I got to go. 
Well one year Robert didn't get to go with us cause he just started working. And he 
wanted to do and we went in October. And we went around that inlet down there then 
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and I think it was even prettier then it is in the summer time. I thought it just showed 
what so much beauty. What a great God we have. That he made a place for us to enjoy 
and see all these wonderful things that he made. Well I think that's enough Kendra. 
We'll just sign off Alright. We'll sign off.(laugh) 
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This is Kendra Gibson and I'm going to have an interview with my mama, 
Kathleen Bowen. I grew up in Clay County on Schoonover Knob, kind of like Walton's 
Mountain. And my parents names was Winston Schoonover and Ruth Schoonover and I 
had a big family. Six brothers and five sisters. We didn't have much time for play, we 
had to work hard. We worked on a farm. One year we had twenty-five acres in com in 
new ground. And by the time we got over, the one time because the ground was so rough 
we couldn't use a horse to plow it. So we had to just dig it out with a hoe. When we got 
time to play, we really played. We played what they called then long ball. What's that? 
Which you only had two bases. You stood at one and then you run down to the next base 
and then over to another base and then back home. Wasn't like baseball. And then of 
course like all kids we played hide and go seek. 
And we went to church in a school house. We had to walk a mile and a half to 
church and a mile and a halfback. And once in awhile when we had revival dad would 
let us take our old work horses and mother would ride on the horse with one little kid in 
the front and one in the back. And I think my dad rode one with two children on it. 
And what kind of house we had. Well we had a, when I remember, as far back as 
I remember was we had a big two story house and I think that house had four bedrooms 
and a dining room and kitchen. And when I was six years old. You had to share 
bedrooms? Yeah. We never had a bedroom of our own. So the boys stayed together and 
the girls stayed together? That's right. Tell about your school. Who all went. What age 
did you go. We went to school in this church that we went to. I only remember going 
there one year. Cause mother wanted us to go to a better school down in Elkhurst. They 
had a two room school. So we went down there. You had to walk there? Yeah. And it 
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was a mile and a half each way. Sometimes it snowed up to our knees but we still had to 
go to school. My dad was on the Board of Education so he got us a job building the fire 
so we'd have to walk that mile and a half, then build the fires in the school. And I 
remember one Halloween some kids in Elkhurst thought it would be funny so they climb 
up on the building and stuffed rags down in the stove pipe so when we started to build a 
fire the smoke all come out in the school building. Did you have school that day? I can't 
remember if the kids went home to school. But anyhow those boys got in trouble for 
doing that so see kids was even mean back in those days. But of course they thought it 
was funny but it wasn't to funny for us cause when you walk a mile and a half to school 
and sometimes the snow was up to your knees well when you got to that school it was 
cold and you was about froze. Did everybody walk? Like your friends. Was the school 
in a town? Yeah Elkhurst was a little coal mining town. But the coal had run out and it 
was just a little community. Just had a post office there and a little grocery store was in 
the post office. What was the store like? Did your mom make your clothes? Yes, she 
did. So where did she buy the material? In the store? My uncle, my dad's brother 
decided he was going into the chicken business with my mother. So they ordered 500 
little baby chickens. So they had to keep it in a brooder to keep the little chickens warm 
till they grew a little bit. And mother even took a cot out there and slept with them little 
chickens and she raised almost all of them. Well then when my uncle, once she got them 
big enough for him to take his share he decided he didn't want the chickens. So we 
ended up with a whole bunch of chickens. (laugh) And then we took and traded eggs for 
groceries and that was another mile we had to walk to that store. He had dried goods and 
different things so mother would buy a yard of material. She'd sell eggs, I think was like 
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15 cents a dozen or 17 cents a dozen. And the yard goods was that much so we traded 
eggs for material for mother to make us some dresses. But we never just had one dress 
mother always had two or three dresses and of course we didn't have a washing machine 
so when we got home from school we took our dresses off and hung up so we could wear 
them two or three days. So you had work clothes too? Yeah but back in those days you 
didn't wear jeans you just worked in dresses. Like in your old dresses? Yeah. 
Did you grow your own food? Yeah. I like I said that one year we had twenty-
five acres of com. Mother, I don't know what made her decided to plant tomatoes way 
down, that was about a mile from home. Down in the very lower part of that garden. But 
then we'd go get tomatoes we took a wash tub where one had handles on each side and 
we'd carry those tomatoes from way down there up to the house and we also had to. One 
year I remember it was really funny. We had a cantaloupe and it was about 18 inches 
long and we kept waiting for that thing to get ripe. Couldn't hardly wait till it got ripe. 
So one morning we went out to get it and we thought well that it would be good now so 
guess what? We got there and the ground hog had beat us to it.(laugh) It had ate about 
half of it and I don't remember where we just left the rest of it there or what we did with 
it. Yeah we was said. And we even grew watermelons and we grew Kentucky Wonder 
Beans-if anybody knows what they were. And they grew so big, of course we were little 
kids, we laid them in our arms like stow wood, when you'd have to pick up wood for the 
fire. And we'd carry them home like that. And that was interesting and that is something 
you never forget. What did they taste like? Oh just like regular green beans only they 
were just big. (laugh) 
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Did you have any pets? AU yeah my brothers always had hunting dogs. They 
coon hunted.and fox hunted. Then they skinned them that's how they got their spending 
money. And they'd tack them up on the wall and dry them. And then they'd, I don't' 
know where they sent them. But they'd have two or three foxes or maybe a bunch of 
ground hogs and coons and possums. And I remember one time my brothers let me go 
possum hunting with them and my dad would never cut down a walnut tree or persimmon 
tree on the farm. So we went around all the persimmons that day and before we got out 
of our part of the farm we had a sack full of possums so we didn't have to go any farther 
than that. (laugh) And we was glad because it was cold. And getting back to the food, 
during the Depression well the Depression really didn' t hurt us a whole lot cause we was 
used to not having much money but there was a famine hit in 1930 I think it was. Dad 
always planted his potatoes the 17th of March. It didn't matter how cold it was. We used 
to have to put on coats to plant them potatoes sometimes. And we got them out early and 
they had made their self before the famine hit so that year we had potatoes three times a 
day (laugh) but we was glad to get them too. But most of the time there was berries to 
pick. Which we picked blackberries, raspberries, huckleberries, and the first berries that 
were ripe, though, was mulberries. And we'd go, course you'd have to climb a tree to 
get them and that was always my job. I loved to climb trees. So we'd go up there and 
pick enough berries. I only remember picking enough for a big ole cobbler at a time. 
Mother made, she cooked this big cobbler up in a big bread pan and she'd make dip she 
called it. Which was milk and sugar and nutmeg was what I think is what she put in it. It 
was kind of like eggnog. And after you baked that you poured that over and boy it 
would, like my dad used to say you could hardly sit still while you ate it. (laugh) And 
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then course then we picked raspberries came right next then blackberries and then. 
huckleberries. I remember one time a bunch of us went out on what we called 
Huckleberry Ridge and that was about a mile and a half away from home. So we took a 
wash tub and I don't remember how many of us went and we always took water with us 
cause we didn't know if we could find water. And we picked twenty•two gallons that 
day of huckleberries. And if you know how big a huckleberry is, it isn't very big. So 
that was a lot ofberries.(laugh) I remember that time though two of our first cousins 
went with us and we ran out of water. (laugh) So we got back up to the road and it had 
rained a day or two before and those boys got down and drank water out of the horse 
track. They was so thirsty. (laugh) Oooo! Thafs what we thought too. But they were 
city kids and they didn't know what they were supposed to do. But then we walked on 
around to our one of our neighbors and he had a drilled well, well wasn't really a drilled 
well it was a dug well where you had to pull and get the water up in a ten quart bucket. I 
think we drank two buckets of that cold water out of that well that day. So that was kind 
of memory too. 
One of my grandparents lived real close to us but she was kind of a, she was a 
great woman and a good woman cause she would help people. She delivered all us kids 
except one. But she never had us out to eat much never did understand that after I got 
older why she didn't do that. But my mother's mother lived about three miles away. We 
had to go down to the river, cross the bridge and then go up on the other side of the hill 
about as far as we went down. And she was from Pennsylvania. And she was a good 
cook She had a box with a lid on it. Course back in them days you didn't have 
refrigerators and she had a cellar though that you kept your milk and stuff in to keep it 
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cool. She had this box that slid underneath the dining room table and she always had 
something baked down in there for when the grandkids came in and you could go in there 
and get you cookies or bread or whatever you wanted cause she always had that in there. 
And of course most of her grandkids lived right close to her cause when boys would get 
married they had this big farm they'd just go up on the hill and build a house. And I 
know four of the boys lived right around grandmother Davis. So I guess those children 
was going out all the time to eat. But we just went on the weekends sometime and 
sometimes we would almost fight to see who was going to get to go. Then I remember 
one time my older sister and I went. We got over there and grandmother had just got 
though eating her lunch. And she had heated the milk, well at that time I didn't like 
warm milk and my sister didn't either. So she poured us out a glass of milk and we 
hurried up and drank it to get rid of it. Her she come and poured us out another glass 
full.(laugh) So we had to drink two glasses of milk that day. She said she was sorry that 
she heated all the milk. We drank it like we should, acted like we liked it. Both of my 
grandparents, which I was always thankful for good heritages, because both of them were 
preachers. They were all good people. 
Well it comes down to the holidays. My dad, I told Kendra, my dad would go out 
in the summer time and pick out a pretty Christmas tree and we always got one that went 
from the floor to the ceiling. He'd go and mark it so then when cold weather come he'd 
tell us where it was and we could go .fight straight and get the tree and bring it home. 
You didn't go to the store a.lid buy decorations, you made your decorations out of crate 
paper. We'd cut little strips and paste them and make a chain. Or we'd string popcorn. 
But our tree was beautiful when we gotdone with it. Then one time later on my youngest 
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brother, he was quite a mechanic. So he rigged up a wire and had some kind of battery so 
that year we had lights on our tree. Which that was a treat. How' d you make the 
popcorn? Over the stove. We popped the corn and we grew our own popcorn too. How 
do you grow popcorn? They grow on a little cob. The ones we had was could rice 
popcorn. It grew probably six to eight inched long. Then you had to shell it off, off the 
cob. So that's what it is made for? Yeah it was just regular popcorn. And we popped it. 
I don' t remember whether we had it an old coal stove we cooked on. I can't remember if 
we did that or if we put it in that little potbellied stove we had to warm the house. But 
anyhow. We'd pop our com then you'd take and string it as long as you wanted it. 
Christmas was real fun. I remember my mother was some kind of a person.(laugh) 
She'd like to do thing to surprise us. She'd go in the kitchen and shut the door, she 
wouldn't let us in and she made us, everyone ofus, a gingerbread man and we were as 
proud of that little gingerbread man as we would have been if it would have been a real 
doll. But of course we ate it. (laugh) But we didn't eat it all at one time we'd eat an arm 
off and a leg off maybe and we'd wait awhile and then we'd go eat some more of it. I 
don't know why she just made the one but it seems to me like that's all she did. And then 
every Christmas, she'd have individual little bags that she'd always put candy and nuts 
and an orange and a banana which we hardly ever got that kind of fruit. Only at 
Christmas time because well you just didn't g~t it. Not _like today you can go to the store 
and buy anything you want. But of course in the summer we always plenty of apples and 
peaches and plums that grew on the farm. Never had a pear tree. But we always had 
several kind of apples. Dad fixed a place dug about half way in the ground and then he 
put of course above ground. Then you could go and he had it different divisions in it and 
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he had each apple was different in each place. Then he had one great big pla~ where he 
kept his potatoes that of course we ate on all winter. Then of course during harvest 
season too mother pickled beans and com. Kendra's daddy loves pickled com.(laugh) 
Where'd you keep the food that you canned? We had a cellar. After our house burnt dad 
built this smaller house cause we had to sleep with his mom out to their house. We kids 
all had to sleep on the floor and it was winter time. Cold. And so they built up this house 
to start with it only had two rooms. So four brothers slept in one room and four girls 
slept in one room. And my mom and dad slept in the living room. There was eight of us 
at home at the time. So one of my brothers left home, I never remember him ever living 
at home. And my two older sisters had left. They were quite a lot older than me. I was 
down on the end of the twelve and they were first boy and the two oldest girls had left 
home. So we lived in that house till, getting back to the Depression, my oldest sister's 
husband was a plumber. Well his work ran out so he come home with two children. So 
our house was made kind of in an L-shape, so dad went back there, he was a carpenter 
and he went and filled in that back ( the L )out to the kitchen and made two rooms for 
them to live in. So they lived there till the Depression had kind of let up a little and then 
they went and rented an apartment down in Elkhurst. So that made us another two 
bedrooms. So that made us have more room. But there for two or three years we had 18 
people eat three meals a day. So that kept my mom in the kitchen just about all day. And 
during the summer all the rest of us was working out in the field growing that mush 
melon we ate. And it was a mush melon it wasn' t round it was a long one. And aH the 
other food. Yeah and I forgot about cherries. We had several cherry trees on our farm 
but then my uncles that lived on either side of us they had several more cherry trees. 
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They didn't have as big a family and they didn't can like we did. Mother canned at least 
fifty half a gallon of some food. So we had plenty of food to eat. That's one thing we 
did have. We had very little money but we were a happy family with a lot of food. 
Mother would make pumpkin pies, course we raised pumpkins too and sweet potatoes. 
Well just about anything you wanted to eat. Except we never growed any wheat. Dad 
would take corn to the mill and get our cornbread mill ground. And we raised buckwheat 
and he would take that and have it ground and we had buckwheat cakes. But one thing I 
remember about the famine that we had. I guess I was about ten years old. Our com 
grew up about knee high and that's all, it just stood there. It tasseled. That little old 
stuffed tasseled but never had nothing on it. And the ground cracked open wide enough 
in the corn field where you could put your feet down in there. We kids would do that. 
Walk down in them cracks up to our knees. It was kind of scary really to think back on 
it. But when you're on a farm you learn to do everything. I remember we had a barn and 
it had wood shingles on it. I don't know where any young people know what that is. But 
dad would split them and if the old barn was to be leaking I've got up there many times 
myself and nailed some new shingles on that barn. And we always had cattle and had 
two work horses most of the time. And sometimes we had three cows. And one time I 
remember we had forty"two or forty-four pigs and hogs together. Did you eat them? 
Yeah. Thanksgiving dad always killed I think most of the time he killed two hogs at one 
time. Well then mother canned a lot of that. Made hog head cheese. I never liked that to 
well but when your hungry you can eat about anything. Which we never really got that 
hungry. Well you learn to like stuff. And of course. Getting back to those chickens my 
uncle didn't want. We kept them.(laugh) Then I remember one time, mother and I was, I 
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went with her and we had a big basket of eggs. She had a, oh I don't remember who 
many eggs was in that basket she had and I had two small baskets and we decided not to 
go the way we usually went. So we went a different way, down to this store that we 
traded goods for eggs. And it was so steep that I ha.d to get mine down and then come 
back and help mother down with hers. Cause she couldn't get down because she always 
had bad legs. No wonder with twelve kids. But anyhow, when we got them eggs up 
there we never did go that way anymore, we went our old route. So a fellow lives and 
learns. And we learned to do things the easy way and where we was going. But we 
thought that was a short cut so we decided to take that route that time. Like I said we 
didn't go anymore. One time we were going blackberry picking down on this river bank 
and my older brother and my twin sister and I and a brother younger than we, we were 
going down and pick on this-used to be a coal bank there cause it had slate, little flat 
pieces of rock that they had dug out with the coal- and there was a lot of blackberry 
bushed would grow in there. So then a tree had blew across our path and my younger 
brother he was a head of us, he just stooped over to get under that log and here slide a big 
ole rattle snake in our path. And it was as big as my brothers ann above his elbow and 
we neither one had seem a rattle snake before we had seen lots of copperheads and black 
snakes and other kind but that was the first rattle snake I ever saw. And he told us to get 
some rocks so he could kill it cause dad had taught us to kill all these poison snakes 
anyhow if we ran across one. So when the first time we threw a rock at it it curled up and 
rattled at us. Well then we knew what it was. So but he killed it. He killed it with rocks? 
Yeah. He killed it with two or three rocks. We picked him up some sharp ones so when 
he hit it, it cut it. 
Tell me about church. Where was your church? You had to walk to your church? 
Yeah it was in the school. Yeah it was in a one room school. That's where we went most 
of the time. But we only had a preach come once a month rest of the time we'd just sing 
and people would testify and some little people would, really back in those days, they'd 
really praise the Lord. And we'd always had an uncle that really could pray. You could 
almost see heaven come down when that man prayed. And then of course, we usually 
ended up always taking the preach home with us. I remember we had an awful lot of 
chicken and dumplings (laugh) on Sundays. We really did have a lot of chicken and 
dumplings on Sundays cause during the week we ate bacon and when we'd kill our hogs 
we'd have fried liver and course a lot of kids don't like that now days. But I liked liver, 
still like liver. And the first meat mother would cook out of the hog would usually be 
spare ribs and the liver. But we usually had quite a bit of meat and groundhogs. During 
the summer, our groundhogs liked to get in the garden. So we had to kill them so our 
garden would grow. And mother would bake them and they were good too. And rabbits. 
My brothers liked to hunt like most boys do. And squirrels. Then squirrel season we ate 
squirrel. When I was growing up there wasn't no deers like there are now. Around the 
country they'd killed them out before my time. But we did have lots of rabbits and 
squirrels because we had a lot of beechnuts on the farm and walnuts. And dad, he would 
have us kids to pick up walnuts. I remember there was one big ole tree right below the 
house. I don't remember if that was a maple tree or a oak tree. But anyhow it had a big 
hallow place at the bottom of it. And dad would have us take walnuts down there and put 
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in that tree for the squirrels. So they usually liked to stay around our house cause they got 
plenty off ood in the winter. 
And as far as vacations. That's something we never heard of was vacation. We 
did good to have money for books and shoes. Dad always saw that we had good shoes. 
Cause it seemed like his feet were always cold, even in the summer time. He would wear 
over shoes on his shoes. Of course back then, you fixed your own shoes, or Dad did, he 
fixed ours. He had a little last, he called it. Your shoes fit down over it, he would cut a 
piece ofleather and tack it on your shoes. So, I had someone tell me just this week, that 
when their shoes wore out, they just put paste board in it. That wouldn't do good out in 
the country where there was a lot of snow. That paste board wouldn't last very long. 
But, Dad always had leather, I don't remember how he got that leather. It has been along 
time. He would cut off a piece and tack it all around and make your shoes just about as 
good as new. 
What did he do? Did he just farm? Well, Dad was like a jack of all trades~ he was 
a carpenter. He did good carpenter work. He and two of my brothers, got mine posts out 
or and railroad ties. They would go out in the woods and get posts and sold them. And 
then he was on the Board of Education, it didn't pay much. But it paid him a little bit. 
He didn't have a steady job, he would just pick up odd jobs. But he was a hard worker. 
He would get up in the morning in the summer and go out and you didn't have weed 
eaters and mowers. He had a mowing size, he would sometimes cut ½ acre patch of grass 
before breakfast. He would get up early and do that. So he would have to get up early 
and do that. So what was that? What did he cut the grass with? It was like a big sickle. 
It was called a mowing size. He held it one had here and one here and would go back 
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and forth. Well you didn't go back and forth, you only cut one way. Then of course, he 
would pile that up and put it in the barn for the cattle. Of course, I remember we would 
feed the cattle com shucks. We cut the com down and shuck it up and put it in the barn 
loft. And then we had regular horse com, Like I said awhile ago, we had shuck com, 
horse corn and we grew pop com. You had to do a whole lot of thing. I remember one 
summer, we didn't raise much food. But then when the com grew, before it got hard 
enough, you had to wait for it to get hard enough to take to the meal. Dad took a piece 
of tin, drove nails in one end and you would rub your com over it and make your own 
corn meal. And we did that to the corn to take to the meal. You had to wait for the corn 
to get dry enough or it wouldn't last long. If it wasn't good and dry, we would make 
something like cream of wheat, but it wasn't cream of wheat, it was cream of com 
(laughs). Mother had a iron pot that sat down in the top of the stove. She would cook 
that corn meal for Sunday supper. I think she called it mush. We would add sugar and 
cream and it was real good. Then of course, like we said awhile ago, we didn't got 
hungry. We had green fried tomatoes. People today don't think of that. We had some 
bushes that grew around in the garden. They were called current. She made dumplings 
with that ao.d it was delicious. We grew asparagus, we .had just about anything you 
could think of, we grew on the farm. We never went hungry. We always had plenty to 
eat. But it was a lot of hard work. We worked from daylight till dark. 
What time did you wake up? What time did you go to sleep since you didn't have 
electricity? We went to bed at dark (laughs). Well in the summer, it would be about 9 
o'clock. In the winter, we had oil lamps. I have read meany times by reading from the 
open stove door in high school. I don't remember why we did that. Finally we got a 
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Aladdin lamp, lt had a mantle in it, it looked morQ like a electric light. Lamp oil ma.de a 
kinda yellow light. This was a light, light. That way you could see by it better. In the 
winter we went early. You didn't have much to do. No television or radio. But we had a 
victrola that you would wind up. Dad would order records from sears. Drove up usually. 
AU my brothers could play instruments. Qµitars mostly! I believe one ofthem. coµld 
play the banjo. Mother had a piano, I don't know how we always managed to have a 
piano or organ. When our house burned down, our organ burned down with it. And 
some how. When we got in the other house, we had a piano in it and also a organ. I 
believe my dads brother and his wife separated and we got that piano. Dad bought it off 
of him, I'm not real sure about that. Mother took lessons through the mail, 12 lessons on 
the piano. Usually at night, we kids would go to bed and mother would play us to sleep 
on the piano. Mother could crotchet and quilt. There was always something to do. In 
the evening we would sometimes sit in front of the fire. Somebody usually would go out 
in that apple hole we called it and get 10 quarts of apples and we would sit around and eat 
those apples. (laughs) I remember enjoying that a lot. We played games, like dominoes 
and checker. We even made our own sleds. We would go up on this big hill. It took 
made 5 or 10 minutes to ride down but about½ hour to get up it. I remember our uncle 
had a field clean off, you could get way up on that hill and ride way down the hill to the 
road. There wasn't any cars, just a wagon road. We would ride on down that road. 
Sometimes (laughs) somebody would be coming down and somebody going up, they 
would leave their sled and jump on your back and ride down with you. We usually made 
our own fun. We had a good time growing up. Looking back now, we would probably 
thought we had a hard time, but, we really didn't. We were happy. That is what life is 
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roo~t al:>out, \,eing happy. P89 usually toolc U$ to church all the time. MQther mw l i ldgs 
and of course 3 of my brothers END SWE 1/ffEGIN SQ)E 2. OK go ah~d and finish 
telling me about your mom staying home from church and cooking food Yes, she 
usually did that. Mother had bad legs and couldn't walk l ½ miles to church and back. 
Of course, when we got hoine, everybody was hungry w):ier1 you walk that far. 
When I was older, I went to High School. In my third year, I got real sick. You 
had to go 7 miles to see the Doctor. I was just laying around, didn't know what was 
wrong with me. Mother was a pretty good Doctor her self My older sister in law came 
up home and said "Get up out of there, I'm taking you home with me." I cante down to 
Charleston and she started giving me grapefruit and anyhow, I started getting better. 
Instead of going back to the country to High School, I started to Beauty School. I had to 
go there a year. I just got out of Beauty School and got sick and had to have my 
appendix taken out. I guess what was wrong with me in the beginning. After that, I was 
staying with my sister. My brother in law, was the manager of a ball team. My husband 
(which it turned out to be my husband) was pitching for that team. I always liked sports. 
I went to all the ball games with my brother in law. We met and dated about 2 years. 
Then we got married. Then of course came along 2 or 3 kids. Like 3 little girls. 
(giggles). I enjoyed my girls. We, what ever they did, I did it with them. My oldest 
daughter played the piano. The 2 younger ones sang. They got 2 other girls and they 
started singing. My youngest daughter was only 13 when the started, that's Connie, 
Kendra's mommy. One of the other girls was only 13 also. They had a little quartet. We 
went just about anywhere anybody would ask. They stayed pretty busy. On October, 
that's when I had the Beauty Shop too, they had somewhere to go every night to sing .. 
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We would come home from the Beauty Shop, hurry up and dress, most of the time we 
didn't have to shower, we just put on more deodorant (giggles) comb our hair, eat a 
sandwich and take off again. Then the kids, I always kept my girls in church, they played 
soft ball for the church. We would go a lot of places and play softball. 
Then, Connie (Canard's mommy) and Joyce, they liked horses. The first horse 
we had, my husband walked about 1 ½ miles , he got this little horse, he was a horse , 
just barely was a horse. I think they have to be so many hands high, well he just barely a 
horse, not a pony. The people that had him were keeping him in the basement of their 
house. They were keeping him in the basement of the house? Yes, they were. The house 
was beginning to smell. Well that was Connie's horse. His name was Blaze. He walked 
him all the way home that Sunday. Of course while Connie and Joyce were in school, 
they would come home, we finally got another horse. Joyce finally got a horse. Ahhh I 
remember . Somebody had this old horse, he was really old. Sam walked him home too. 
I thought my goodness, the poor old fellow, you could count every rib. We got him here 
and put him in the pasture. His name was "Norman". (laughs). That was Joyce's horse. 
She and Connie, there was about 10 kids out here that had horses, they would go on horse 
back rides. They would even play hid and go seek on those horses. I guess they had a 
really good time. (giggles) I remember, Sam finally traded old Norman off to somebody 
and got a horse called "Buddy", he was a 5 gaited horse. He was a pretty horse. He 
always wanted to be in the lead. He was always in front. So, one time, I think there was 
25 kids that wanted to go from our house to Camp Virgil Tate. So where did you live? 
Right here. You lived right here? Yeah. We lived on Woodrums Lane, I think it was 
about 15 or 20 miles out there. They rode those horses out there and were gone all day. 
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When I home fonn the Beauty Shop and they still weren't home, I was getting really 
worried about them. My husband acted like he was worried. He said "Ah. They will be 
alright. They will be home in a little bit." He was out in the yard and said , '1 I think I will 
get in the car and ride up to the top of this mountain. He said see if I can see them 
anywhere. He wasn't gone very long. He came back and. said they were alright. They 
were on top of Figgatt Mountain. So in a little bit, here they come. Sam always taught 
the kids to brush the horses down and cool them off a little bit. They did that. Joyce 
came in the house. Ole Buddy had to be the head leader, so Joyce tried to hold him back 
and she was wore out. And she went in and hopped on the bed and I went in oh about 
9:30 at night to wake her up, cause she hadn't ate in supper or changed her clothes or 
anything. She was still in her horse riding clothes. (laugh) She was laying on the bed 
sound asleep and I just thought well, I'll just let her sleep. So she slept till morning for 
she got up. Cause she was really wore out.(laugh) But they really had an awful good 
time on their horses. That's one thing I didn't do much with but I did ride some with the 
girls. I remember my husband and a bunch of guys went and cut a trail and he was 
always talking about this trail, that I think was it was about five miles, and I asked him 
when he was <:!Ver going to let me go on this trail with them. So he come in one Sunday 
after church and said get ready and I said where we going. He said I'm going to take you 
on that trail ride. So of course I got to ride Connie's horse. Which was just a little feller. 
I didn't weigh to much at that time. But we rode up here.(laugh) Up the way to get on 
the trail and he decided he was going to lay down with me on his back.(laugh) So that 
wasn't much fun. I poked him in the ribs to get him up. We went on this trail and by the 
time we got there I was tired. Cause that's one exercise you do, if your not used to it you 
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i,or~ that yQ\l ~@'t ~it d<.>wn \,~for~ y<,>µ g~t off him. So comh1g t,a~k l fu<,>µght well I 
can't m3ke it. And I thought well (laugh) I'm going to sta,y on this horse ifjt kills me. 
So I got home with him. And I said here Joyce take this horse and put him up. And I 
come in and went to bed too. (laugh) So I know what that is I tell you. You get really 
sore on the bottom wh~n you ride a horse, How many horses c,lq y<,>u ~ve? Thr~e. W~ll 
she still has her three horses and Joyce still had her four horses, But my oldest daughter 
never did like horses. So she don't have horses. She said she always liked something she 
could ride that had a brake on it. But now after growing up with no vacation. Now we 
get to go on vacation, we just all go together, And we go to the beach ~nd we just have a 
ball almost doing nothing, Only just eating.(laugh) Eating and staying in the wat~r. And 
eating and eating. (laugh) and I don't know what else to tell you. Well what did papa 
do? Oh I forgot that. We worked at Woodrum's Furniture Store. He was a sells man. 
He worked there for forty years. So that's the only job he h~d? Well he worked at 
Fl~tchers Emlmel Plant before I married him, But aft~r we got married that's all the job 
he ever had was Woodrums. And like I said he worked there forty years. Didn't make 
much money but we was happy. Had a good life. So did you make moms clothes? Yeah 
I made all three of the girls clothes. I even made their coats. And their underskirts. 
When they wear those big ole-what did they call those things-I can't think of what they 
called them. But anyhow they was real stiff and they stood out with ruffles. I made them 
dress. Back then they didn't wear slacks or blue jeans they had. I remember ironing as 
many as thirty dresses a week. That's a lot of ironing. And sometimes I'd sit down, I'd 
cut out about five at a time and I'd sit down and sow up two or three at a time. So they 
had, course I used to make. My mother"in-law had a cow and they put feed in pretty 
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~ack~ and I ~e about iill the kids play clothes out of those flo\lf $~k$. Ne;, it w~n•t 
flour sacks it ~s feed sacks, Some of th~m was nice enough that I did make a few 
dresses out of them too. But we managed. I used to. I remember one time that puckered 
nylon came out and I made, that was before Connie was born, I made Joan and Joyce a 
dress alike and sewed the lace 9n with my hands. They were really pretty little <:lre$ses. 
And I tried to help my neighbors too. This family lived right close to me here and had 
two little girls about the same age. After my girls. Well the weren't the same age either. 
Because when Joyce and Joan outgrew their dresses I gave them to that lady for her little 
girls and my next door neighbor came over one day. She said that you know where those 
pretty little dresses are that you made and gave to this lady, I even forgot her name now, 
and I said no. They're laying out there in the yard. So people that's real poor sometimes 
you can't hardly help them because they don't know how to take care of what they get. 
But they moved away, so I don't know how those little kids grew up. I hoped their 
mother learned to take better care of them. Well anything else you want to know 
Kendra? What about Christmas? What did you do for Christmas? We always had a big 
Christmas. I made clothes for them sometimes. I remember one time I made Connie 
three or four outfits and she got in that after she opened all of her presents up. And tried 
on all of them and put on a style show.(laugh) She was really proud of her clothes. I 
remember another Christmas I asked Joyce what she wanted and she said she didn't care 
she just wanted lots of packages. If I got her a pair of underpants I rapped them separate. 
Everything was rapped separate. So she was over in the floor opening all these presents 
up and Joyce has a thin vein in her nose and when she got tired or anything or excited her 
nose would bleed. So there she laid with all her packages around her with a nose 
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1;>I~~d,,(h1µgh) So that·~ cm~ thing tb.e kig~ used to ~Y they 4i<bl't )mQw if they hacJ to tak~ 
a ~boice t>f a vacatiop. or Christm~. They didn't know which one they'd choose., Yeah 
but you went on vacations didn't you? Yeah we went every year after, I think Connie 
was four years old when we started going to the beach. What beach did you go to then? 
. ·- . 
We went qver tQ Q~ea11view, Virginja. We weQt there for ten years in a row, Then Qt1e 
year we d~~ided to go to Daytona. And then we went down there. Always went back to 
Daytona after that. So one time we decided we'd go back to Virginia Beach. This other 
friends of ours went with us over there. Well for a long time when we'd go to Daytona 
there was three fami_lies ofus went and we'd get rooms right close to each other or 
cottages. Back then mostly we stayed in cottages. And we'd eat together a lot and did 
thing together. So we had a gqod time. Now when we go, we go with three families and 
all live in one big house.(laugh) And that's fun. Sometimes we go on a fishing boat. Go 
out, I think that last time we we!lt. Did you go with us? ~ast year? Yeah. Yeah 
remember I caught that shark. Me and mom ~ught sharks. That's right. I think we went 
out an hour in the ocean. Didn't we? We were out there a long time. It was an hour out 
and an hour back. We didn't get to fish much, but. It took us a long time to get out there. 
Yeah. It was beautiful. Yeah. Well it was like I said awhile ago. We had a good time 
eating and just staying in the water. And where we stay down there is close to the inlet. I 
really enjoy that. Just go down on that inlet just look and you think you're living in a 
different world. Don't you? Yeah. Last time I went down there I just got to go down 
there once and I wanted to go back and it was time to come home before I got to go. 
Well one year Robert didn't get to go with us cause he just started working. And he 
wanted to do and we went in. October. And we went around that inlet down there then 
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an(! I tllj1*- i~ w~ even prettier tllen it i_s i~ th~ sum.mer time, 1 thought it just ~howeg 
whl\t so mµ~h b~auty. What a gr~~t God w~ have. That he ma<ie a place for 1,1s to enjoy 
and see all these wonderful things that he made. Well I think that's enough Kendra. 
We'll just sign off Alright. We'll siipi off (laugh) 
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